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ADD VALUE TO YOUR PROJECT
CHOOSE A KNOWLEDGEABLE BUSINESS PARTNER
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manufacturing expertise, we
While we have data on many subsystems, in this issue we focus on
lighting, an important decision owners of buildings, particularly
as it relates to structured parking, frequently find difficult to make.
Many different types of lighting exist and owners regularly question
if upgrading to LED (light-emitting diode) is worth the investment for
parking. Inside is information you need to guide those decisions.

There are two kinds of companies, those that work to try to charge more
and those that work to charge less. We will be the second. ~ Jeff Bezos

LIGHTING — It’s come a long way since Thomas Edison
A common question owners ask while contemplating a building
purchase is this: “What are my operating and maintenance costs?”
One pricey aspect of operation, especially in parking garages, is
power consumption, which comes primarily from lighting.
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every project.
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no better. It could be argued that
overall lighting performance is
considerably worse.

How can this be? The human pupil

LED ADVANTAGES:

LED DISADVANTAGES:

■■ Lowest possible operating cost
(the “greenest” option)

■■ Higher installation or “first” costs

■■ Far less maintenance

3.5

fluorescent fixtures, light quality is

constricts upon encountering a bright

■■ Excellent lighting uniformity
(especially in recently
developed fixtures)

FLUORESCENT LIGHTING

light source and dilates in darker
spaces. Therefore, when standing
under a bright light source (the fixture),
objects in the distant darker areas are
more difficult to decipher. LED fixtures
lessen this effect, allowing the human
eye to see more clearly despite the
lower average light level.

One Cost. One Company. One source of responsibility for complete, finished buildings. Visit our new website at FINFROCK.com.

HOW MUCH LIGHT DO I NEED IN MY GARAGE ANYWAY?
It depends! One would assume
the more light provided in a
parking garage, the safer it is —
yet it commonly comes down to
user perception. A garage owner
would want to provide not only
safety, but the strongest perception
of safety. A parking garage would
demand the best possible light
levels to accomplish both goals
— to ensure that patrons are
and feel safe. In an employeeonly garage, actual safety are
still paramount, but perception of
safety may be dependent upon
other factors. So, lower light levels
may be acceptable.
Is there a building code that requires
a certain level of light in a garage?
The answer is “sort of”. Adopted
by some municipalities, but not
others, is the IES standards. As a

Newer LED lighting fixtures should be analyzed for your next parking project

rule, many garage designers follow

to determine if they are the right solution for your needs. LED technology

IES recommendations as the most

continues to advance — soon becoming the definitive choice.
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example, recommends a minimum
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light). Some IES standards ignore

light level for a parking garage of

does not consider the uniformity

“average” light levels completely,

1 foot-candle with a maximum-to-

of light, dictating a maximum to

and specify only the minimum light

minimum ratio of 10 to 1.

WHAT DOES ALL THIS MEAN?
LED fixtures still have trouble competing with lower-cost

levels according to your building and user needs

fluorescent fixtures when a specification only states

rather than applying simple “standards”. By allowing a

an average light level — even when considering the

lower average level of light and requiring an improved

full life-cycle cost of a parking structure. FINFROCK

uniformity, you will gain more lighting quality with a full

takes many factors into account and specifies lighting

cost return in just a few years.

Still wondering about lighting options? Call us. Whether it is a photometric or economic analysis of new or
replacement lighting, FINFROCK has the experts to assist you with this rapidly changing technology.
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